Search Tips

Class of 2016 – Block 5

Please be authenticated through CaseWireless, or have VPN open and connected.

- Go to Clinical Key (link is available on student portal or CHSL homepage)
  - Enter *kidney transplant rejection* in main search box, click Search
  - At left under “Content Type”, check “Books” (may need to check “All” to get all options, including “Books”)
  - Click title “Prophylaxis and Treatment of Kidney Transplant Rejection” to go directly to the chapter of Floege et al book by that name. *As point of information* Clinical Key platform now replaces MD Consult as our access platform for all Elsevier electronic books; in addition to this kind of search all books can be browsed from ClinicalKey.com frontpage and everything there should allow full access when authenticated to VPN or CaseWireless

- From student portal or CHSL homepage, go to UptoDate; search “kidney transplant rejection”; browse point-of-care articles; note that Clinical Key searches across many types of content while UptoDate is a point-of-care resource only – *with our September renewal of our UptoDate license, UptoDate Anywhere will be available on mobile devices.*

- From the SOM eCurriculum or from the Cleveland Health Sciences Library homepage, please go to PubMed
  - Go to MeSH Database
  - Search for *b-cell receptors*; accept the MeSH database’s mapping to the first suggestion, “Receptors, Antigen, B-Cell”. Check the box by “1.” to choose this heading; then over at the right of the browser click “Add to Search Builder” and then click “Search PubMed”
  - On the results screen, look to the right-center of the page and find “Find related data”; by the dropdown next to “Database” drop down and selected “Biosystems” and click “Find items”
  - Try the result “B cell receptor signaling pathway” (BSID: 492, perhaps #4 on the page) and click its title for a diagram that might be useful